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§ Templatic morphology offers an interesting descriptive potential, 
some aspects of which meet with the facts to be discussed here. 

•  One crucial tenet of templatic theory is the existence of empty 
templatic sites which host specific morphological material. 

•  These empty positions allow one to capture certain cooccurrence 
restrictions at stake in Tashlhiyt Berber:  

- The construct state and gender markers compete for the same 
templatic position. 

- The same reasoning holds in imperfective causative forms. 

§ Templatic competition can be implemented to a syntactic structure.  



• Why is the CS marker u- absent in the Feminine form? 

• Why does u- never occur with the FM marker t-? 

 
Free State Construct State 

MS FS MS FS 
a-frux t-a-frux-t u-frux t-frux-t ‘child’ 
a-maziʁ t-a-maziʁ-t u-maziʁ t-maziʁ-t ‘free man’ 
a-nfunas t-a-funas-t u-funas t-funas-t ‘ox / cow’ 
a-tbir t-a-tbir-t u-tbir t-tbir-t ‘pigeon’ 
a-gadir t-a-gadir-t u-gadir t-gadir-t ‘castel’ 



•  Is the u- / Ø- alternation really allomorphic ? 

• What is inherently allomorphic in the CS is the u-/w- 
alternation: 

  FS   CS 

a.  argaz  urgaz  ‘man’ 

  afrux   ufrux  ‘boy’ 

b.  akal   wakal  ‘ground’ 

  adgal  wadgal  ‘widowed’ 

 



• What kind of operation allows only the FM marker to be spelled 
out in feminine CS forms? 

 



• Templatic positions are inserted under certain syntactic 
terminal nodes. 

• Two exponents but only one templatic position. 

• gender t- and CS w- compete for the same position in the 
template. 

 



• Competition is not to be understood as in Distributed 
Morphology. It holds between phonological forms for insertion 
in a specific templatic position. 

•  It is not the number of grammatical features the items contain 
and the extent to which they match the features specified in the 
terminal nodes that determine the inserted item (Subset 
Principle in DM, Halle 1997) 

• Rather, it is the hierarchical structure of the syntactic nodes and 
the place where the templatic position is inserted that 
determine which of the competing items is realized. 

 



• The template (Guerssel & Lowenstamm 1990, and Lowenstamm 
2003) 

CVCVCVCVCV 

 

§ The positions in bold are derivational sites. 

§ The remaining positions host the root material. 

§ One of the positions in bold is argued to be responsible for the 
CS and Gender co-occurrence restriction in TB.  

 



 



• Only one empty C slot is available in the initial position of the 
template.  

•  It is assumed that gender t- connects to this empty C slot before 
CS u- is added, yielding a feminine form from which CS u- is 
absent. 

•  In the masculine forms, where gender is unmarked, CS u- 
shows up. 



•  Implementing this templatic analysis to a syntactic structure 
requires the use of the nP and DP projections. 

•  n is assumed to be the locus of Gender (see Lowenstamm 2008: 
112) 

• nP headed by n provides one CV unit, which accommodates 
the feminine t-. 

• When raised to D, this CV has no C position available for w-, 
thus leading to the form tfruxt. 

•  In the masculine, the CV unit under n remains empty.  

• When raised to D, the empty CV accommodates w-, leading to 
the form /wfrux/ which surfaces as [ufrux]. 





§ In TB, causative and reciprocal verbs are built by means of 
monoconsonantal prefixes attached to a stem: causative /s-/, 
reciprocal /m-/. 

§ These prefixes are realized as single or geminated depending 
on the properties of the stem: 
§ Single when attached to a verb beginning with CV. 

§ Geminated when the verb starts with CC or V. 

§ Several studies: Dell & Elmedlaoui 1992, Lasri 1991, Bensoukas 
2001, Lahrouchi 2001, 2018, among others. 



Verb Causative 

a. mun  'be picked' smun  'pick up' 

faw   ‘be lit’  sfaw ‘light’  

gudi  ‘be in a pile’  sgudi  ‘put in a pile’  

mijjl  'bow' smijjl 'tilt' 

b. knu  'be leaning' ssknu 'lean' 

rmi  'be tired' ssrmi 'tire' 

xdm  'work' ssxdm 'make work 

anf 'deviate from' ssanf 'push aside' 



Verb causative 

a. nz 'be sold' zznz 'sell' 

ggwz   ‘go down’   zzugz ‘bring down’  

b. kʃm 'enter' ʃʃkʃm 'let in' 

kʃf 'be washed out' ʃʃk 'wash out' 

c. nʒm 'be saved' ʒʒnʒm 'save' 

ħuʒʒu 'visit Mecca' ʃħuʒʒu 'make visit Mecca' 

•  Sibilant harmony:  
•  Voicing assimilation (blocked when intervening voiceless consonant)  
•  ± anterior 



Verb reciprocal 

a. ʕawn 'help' mʕiwin  'help each other' 

ħsad   ‘be jealous’   mħisid ‘be jealous of each other’  

b. knu ‘lean’  mmknu ‘lean mutually’  

zˤrˤ 'see' mmzˤrˤ 'see each other' 

c. gabl 'watch' ngibil 'face each other'' 

samħ  'forgive' nsimiħ  'forgive each other' 

•   m- / mm- alternation 
•  Labial dissimilation /m/ > [n] 



§ Complex combinations  

 Verb  Reciprocal  Causative + Reciprocal 

a.  knu  mmknu  smmknu  ‘make (them) lean mutually’ 

 rwi  mmrwi  smmrwi  ‘make soil each other’ 

b.  ʕawn  mʕiwin  smʕiwin  ‘make help mutually’ 

 ħada  mħidi   smħidi  ‘make close to each other’ 

 gabl  ngibil  sngibil  ‘make each other face’ 

§ Only the reciprocal m- varies in length, as opposed to the causative 
s- which remains constantly simplex. 



§  Analysis of the length variation of the causative prefix within Government 
Phonology (KLV 1990) and Strict CV (Lowernstamm 1996). 
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 The vocalic positions which host syllabic consonants are allowed to license empty V 
positions, including that of the initial CV. In Tashlhiyt causative forms with no vocalic 
segment, /s-/ remains ungeminated when the initial site is licensed by the following syllabic 
consonant (see examples in 22a); otherwise it geminates (see examples in 22b). 

(22)  Verb  Causative 

 a. gngr ‘be dislocated’ sgngr ‘dislocate’ 

  ʕllm ‘learn’ sʕllm ‘teach’ 

  brrm ‘turn’ sbrrm ‘rotate’  

 b. lkm ‘arrive’ sslkm ‘make arrive’ 

  nkr ‘wake up’ ssnkr ‘wake’ 

  xdm ‘work’ ssxdm ‘make work’ 

  frs ‘be sharp’ ssfrs ‘sharpen’ 

 The length of the causative prefix in these examples varies under the same conditions 

as in the ones discussed in section 4.1, except that the vocalic positions which license the 

initial CV host syllabic consonants. More particularly, when the initial site is licensed by a 

vocalic position to which a syllabic consonant is associated, the prefix remains ungeminated 

(22a). It geminates when the initial site is unlicensed (22b).6 The forms represented in (23) 

illustrate both situations. 

(23)  a. 
  s      g     n     g      r    s    g     n     g    r     [sgngr] 
   |       |    / |      |    / |     |     |   / |       |    / |     
  CV+vb[CVCV1CV2CV3CV4]      >>>  CV+vb[CVCV1CV2CV3CV4]  
             

                    Licensed 

b.  
  s       f      r     s          s       f      r      s            [ssfrs] 
   |        |      |    / |               |      |    / |          
  CV+vb[CVCV1CV2CV3]      >>>  CV+vb[CVCV1CV2CV3]  
                  

                Unlicensed 
 
 
 
 

                                                
6 For the sake of completeness, a word must be said about biconsonantal verbs. Tashlhiyt, like other Berber varieties, has two 
types of biconsonantals verbs: genuine biconsonantals like [gn] ‘sleep’, which select the simplex variant of the causative 
prefix, and ‘surface’ biconsonantals like [ns] ‘spend the night’ and [ls] ‘wear’, which opt for the geminated variant of the 
prefix. Based on morphophonological alternations, authors such as Iazzi (1991), Lahrouchi (2001; 2008) and Dell & 
Elmedlaoui (2002) analyze the latter as underlying triconsonantal verbs. One piece of evidence comes from their Preterit 
forms which exhibit a full vowel in the final position, as opposed to genuine biconsonantals which remain unchanged: e.g. 
[gn-ʁ] ‘I slept’ / [lsi-ʁ] ‘I wore’, [i-gn] ‘he slept’ / [i-lsa] ‘he wore’. Further evidence comes from their reciprocal form, which 
exhibits a geminated prefix, just like in the causative, plus a final vowel /u/: e.g. [ls] / [mmlsu] ‘dress each other’, [ns] / 
[mmnsu] ‘spend the night together, share diner’. 
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c. 
  s        l     k     m    s        l     k    m           [sslkm] 

|        |      |     / |             |      |    / | 
CV+ vb[CVCV1CV2CV3] >>>  CV+ vb[CVCV1CV2CV3] 

 
          Unlicensed 

 In (23a), V4 remains empty by virtue of being domain-final. V3, properly ungoverned 

is filled by the neighbouring consonant and therefore governs V2. V1, just as V3, allows the 

syllabic consonant to branch and then licenses the initial CV, leading to a situation where the 

prefix s- can move into its C position. This contrasts with the situation in (23b) and (23c) 

where V2, properly ungoverned, hosts a syllabic consonant and then governs V1. As a 

consequence, the prefix geminates by spreading into the unlicensed initial site. The reader will 

have noticed that the medial consonants in (23b) and (23c) remain non-syllabic, regardless of 

their sonority status. If sonority hierarchy were decisive in the choice of the syllabic 

consonant, the form in (23b) would have selected the simplex variant of the prefix. That is, 

the medial consonant /r/ would have been syllabic, therefore licensing the initial CV.  

5  Complex combinations of causatives and reciprocals  

As stated so far, my analysis predicts that only the inner prefix will vary in length when both 

causative and reciprocal prefixes cooccur in the same form. This is exactly the situation in 

causativized reciprocals, as shown in Tashlhiyt Berber (24).  

(24)  Verb  Reciprocal Causative + Reciprocal 

a. knu  mmknu smmknu ‘make (them) lean mutually’ 

  rwi  mmrwi  smmrwi ‘make soil each other’ 

  dru  mmdru  smmdru ‘make each other share meal’ 

  kwti  mmkwti smmkwti ‘make each other recall’ 

b. ʕawn  mʕiwin smʕiwin ‘make help mutually’ 

  ħada  mħidi  smħidi  ‘make close to each other’ 

gabl  ngibil  sngibil  ‘make each other face’ 

fhm  nfihim  snfihim ‘make each other understand’ 

 In these forms, only the reciprocal m- varies in length for it has access to the initial 

CV, as opposed to the causative /s-/ which remains constantly simplex. In addition, the 

reciprocal prefix undergoes dissimilation (m > n), as in [ngibil] and [nfihim], for reasons to be 

discussed in section 6. The examples represented in (25) illustrate the length variation just 

discussed. 



§  Same analysis of the length variation of the reciprocal prefix 

Lahrouchi: The left edge of the word in the Berber derivational morphology Art. X, page 11 of 25

are replaced by an invariant vocalic melody /i…i/, while Kabyle has many instances 
of schwa, which according to our analysis surface in ungoverned vocalic positions (see 
section 3.1 for details). The distribution of these schwas is of paramount importance in 
determining the length of the reciprocal prefix in Kabyle, as opposed to Tashlhiyt where 
no such vowels exist. The Kabyle data further show examples like [nnəqbəl] and [nnəfk], 
where the reciprocal prefix undergoes labial dissimilation. This phenomenon, to which 
we will turn in section 6, is found in many other Berber varieties, including Tashlhiyt. It 
occurs whenever the stem contains a labial consonant.

The length variation of the reciprocal /m-/ can be analysed in the same manner as the 
causative /s-/. It is underlyingly simplex. Its quantity variation follows from the presence 
of the initial CV:

(19) (i) /m-/ moves into the initial site when it is licensed by the following vowel. 
(ii) It geminates by spreading into the initial site when it is unlicensed, i.e. 
followed by an empty V position.

The forms represented in (20) and (21) illustrate the analysis.

(20) Kabyle

a. m          [
| |   |  | |     |  |  |
CV+vb[CVCVCV] >>> CV+vb[CVCVCV]

b. m ə     ə  m ə      ə  [ ə ə
| | |  |  |  | |   |    |  | |
CV+ vb[CVCVCVCV] >>> CV+ vb[CVCVCVCV]

(21) Tashlhiyt

a. m       ʃ  i w i  r     m   ʃ  i w i r     [mʃiwir] 
 |       |   |  |  |  |      |     |  |  |  |  | 
CV+vb[CVCVCVCV] >>>  CV+vb[CVCVCVCV]  
      

b. m k n u m k n u      [mmknu]
| |     |  |          |     |  |   
CV+ vb[CVCVCV] >>> CV+ vb[CVCVCV]

In the forms in (20a) and (21a), the reciprocal prefix moves into the initial site, which is 
licensed by the vowels [u] and [i] in [ruħ] and [ʃiwir], respectively. This contrasts with 
the forms in (20b) and (21b) which involve spreading, since their unlicensed initial CV 
cannot remain empty inside the domain of the verb.

In summary, the status of the initial CV with respect to licensing accounts for the length 
variation of both reciprocal and causative prefixes. These prefixes remain ungeminated 
when the initial site is licensed, otherwise they geminate. Complex combinations of these 
prefixes further support the present analysis. As we will show in section 5, only the inner 
prefix varies in length. The outer one remains constantly ungeminated. Before doing this, 
let us briefly discuss the causative and reciprocal forms containing syllabic consonants.



§  Causative + reciprocal 
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b. s f      r     s s f r      s [ssfrs]
| |  |    / |    |    |  / |         

CV+vb[CVCV1CV2CV3] >>> CV+vb[CVCV1CV2CV3]

c. Unlicensed

s l k m s l k m [sslkm]
| |    |   / | |     |   / |
CV+ vb[CVCV1CV2CV3] >>> CV+ vb[CVCV1CV2CV3]

Unlicensed

In (23a), V4 remains empty by virtue of being domain-final. V3, properly ungoverned is 
filled by the neighbouring consonant and therefore governs V2. V1, just as V3, allows the 
syllabic consonant to branch and then licenses the initial CV, leading to a situation where 
the prefix s- can move into its C position. This contrasts with the situation in (23b) and 
(23c) where V2, properly ungoverned, hosts a syllabic consonant and then governs V1. As a 
consequence, the prefix geminates by spreading into the unlicensed initial site. The reader 
will have noticed that the medial consonants in (23b) and (23c) remain non-syllabic, 
regardless of their sonority status. If sonority hierarchy were decisive in the choice of 
the syllabic consonant, the form in (23b) would have selected the simplex variant of the 
prefix. That is, the medial consonant /r/ would have been syllabic, therefore licensing the 
initial CV. 

5 Complex combinations of causatives and reciprocals
As stated so far, my analysis predicts that only the inner prefix will vary in length when 
both causative and reciprocal prefixes cooccur in the same form. This is exactly the 
situation in causativized reciprocals, as shown in Tashlhiyt Berber (24). 

(24) Verb Reciprocal Causative + Reciprocal
a. knu mmknu smmknu ‘make (them) lean mutually’

rwi mmrwi smmrwi ‘make soil each other’
dru mmdru smmdru ‘make each other share meal’
kwti mmkwti smmkwti ‘make each other recall’

b. ʕawn mʕiwin smʕiwin ‘make help mutually’
ħada mħidi smħidi ‘make close to each other’
gabl ngibil sngibil ‘make each other face’
fhm nfihim snfihim ‘make each other understand’

In these forms, only the reciprocal m- varies in length for it has access to the initial CV, as 
opposed to the causative /s-/ which remains constantly simplex. In addition, the reciprocal 
prefix undergoes dissimilation (m > n), as in [ngibil] and [nfihim], for reasons to be 
discussed in section 6. The examples represented in (25) illustrate the length variation 
just discussed.

(25) a. s       m  i w i  n s m     [sm ]
|       |   |  |  |  |  | | |     |  |  |  |  |

CV+CV+vb[CVCVCVCV] >>> CV+vb[CVCVCVCV]

Licensed



• The reason why s- takes precedence over tt- might reside in 
the syntactic structure of the verbal phrase.  

• As generally assumed, causativization is an operation on 
argument structure; hence the prefix s- should be generated 
lower in the structure than the Aspect marker tt-. 

• The vP provides an empty CV unit which accommodates the 
causative s-  

• When raised to Asp, the CV site no longer has a C position 
available for the imperfective prefix. 
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over imperfective gemination and tt-prefixation. We need to explain how the causative prefix 
has access to the initial empty CV before the imperfective is formed. 

 One way to address this issue lies in the syntactic structure of the verbal phrase. 
Causativization as an operation on argument structure is generally argued to occur lower in 
the structure than the aspect marker.8 Using three distinct projections and a head movement 
approach (cf. Travis 1984 on the Head Movement Constraint; Baker 1988 on Incorporation), 
we can posit that the initial CV is generated under VP, the projection immediately above 
which the causative is formed, while the imperfective is generated higher in the structure 

under AspP.9 The form in (33) illustrates the derivation. 

(33) *[ttsgawar] / [sgawar] 

            AspP 

 

    Asp’ 

 

   Asp      vP 

    tt- 

       v’ 

 

       v             VP 
      s- 

     CVi   V’ 

 

           V  √gawr 
                           ti 

The empty initial CV in (33) moves from the head position of the VP to adjoin to the 

upper causative morpheme /s-/. When raised to Asp, the initial site no longer contains a C 

position available for the imperfective marker, thus ruling out the form *[ttsgawar]. Recall 

from the above discussion that [tt-] connects to two C slots, one of which belongs to the initial 

site. However, the vowel /a/ between the last two consonants, which comes with the 

imperfective prefix, remains in situ in the causative form. 

                                                
8 The vP projection has been originally proposed for causative formation (cf. Chomsky 1995; Kratzer 1996). Arbaoui (2010: 
77-78) argues that in Classical Arabic the causative (also called Form II) is generated under vP, lower in the structure than 
the imperfective. 
9 The same reasoning underlies the analysis proposed by Achab (2006: 187), although the author dispenses with little v. 
Instead, he uses an additional VP projection as the locus of causativization (see also Guerssel 1986). 

•  The empty initial CV moves from the head position of 
the VP to adjoin to the upper causative morpheme s-  

•  When raised to Asp, the initial site no longer contains a 
C position available for the imperfective marker, thus 
ruling out the form *[ttsgawar]. 



•  The empty initial CV moves from the head position of 
the VP to adjoin to the upper causative morpheme s-  

•  When raised to Asp, the initial site no longer contains a 
C position available for medial consonant gemination, 
thus ruling out the form *[sslkkm].  
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